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Three-phase meter - Direct kilowatt-hour meter 10A
DSZ15DE-3x80A

Eltako
DSZ15DE-3x80A
28380615
4010312501719 EAN/GTIN

71,64 GBP excl. VAT**
plus shipping

 3-5 days* (GBR)

Three-phase meter DSZ15DE-3x80A Electronic meter type, rated current (In) 10A, maximum current (Imax) 80A, rated voltage (Un) NL 230 ... 230V, rated voltage (Un) LL 400
... 400V, frequency 50 ... 50Hz, accuracy class B , Polart four-wire, direct measurement version, active power energy type, suitable for purchase/supply, two-tariff tariff version,
backstop, optical pulse output, pulse type S0, pulse rate 1000 ... 1000imp/kWh (kvarh), digital display type, REG mounting type, width in modular units 4, Design of the
interface others, number of digits 7, degree of protection (IP) IP20, maximum current 3x80A, standby loss only 0.5 watts per path. Modular installation device for mounting on
mounting rail DIN-EN 60715 TH35. 4 pitch units = 70mm wide, 58mm deep. Accuracy class B (1%). With S0 interface. The directly measuring three-phase meter measures the
active energy based on the currents flowing between the inputs and outputs. The self-consumption of only a maximum of 0.5 watts effective power per path is not measured
and not displayed. 1, 2 or 3 phase conductors with currents of up to 80A can be connected. The starting current is 4OmA. The N connection must be present. The 7-segment
LC display can be read twice within two weeks even without a power supply. The power consumption is shown on the display with a bar that flashes 100 times per kWh. Can
also be used as a 2-tariff counter as standard: When 230V is applied to terminals E1/E2, a switch is made to a second tariff. To the right of the display are the MODE and
SELECT buttons, which are used to scroll through the menu in accordance with the operating instructions. First, the backlight turns on. Then the total active energy per tariff,
the active energy of the resettable memory RS1 or RS2 as well as the instantaneous values of power, voltage and current per phase conductor can be displayed. Error
message (false): If the phase conductor is missing or the current direction is wrong, false and the corresponding phase conductor are shown on the display.
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